Rear suspension diagrams

A patent filed by Specialized hints that the next generation Roubaix endurance road bike could
incorporate a rear shock, in addition to the Future Shock front suspension employed on the
current Roubaix , one of our favourite bikes in this category. As with the existing Future Shock,
which allows the cockpit to move up and down relative to the frame and fork, this rear
suspension design does the same for the seatpost and saddle, further isolating the rider from
the bike, and potentially offering a big boost in comfort. This contrasts with conventional
mountain bike suspension, which is designed around allowing the wheels to move relative to
the rest of the system, and involves much larger amounts of suspension travel. The patent
diagrams show a bike that somewhat resembles the current Roubaix â€” in particular, the area
around the upper part of the headset, which looks a lot like the Future Shock 2. Exploded
diagrams and cross-sections show a small shock concealed in the top tube, immediately in
front of the seatpost. The shock couples the post to the frame, allowing the latter to move fore
and aft as well as slightly up and down. The damping member e. The text notes that it would be
preferable to situate the clamp at least 45 per cent of the way down the length of the seat tube,
and the diagrams show it at about 60 per cent. Traditional road bike frames had a horizontal top
tube and a simple two-triangle design that meant most riders had a relatively small amount of
exposed seatpost sticking out of their frame. The Giant TCR, launched in the nineties and now
in its ninth generation , popularised the concept of the compact frame, one made up of smaller
triangles, with a much larger length of seatpost on show. Alongside other benefits, this made
for a more comfortable bike, as the seatpost was able to flex more freely, reducing the shocks
and vibration transmitted from the road to the rider. In the last few decades, bike designers have
experimented with a variety of methods for increasing road bike comfort without sacrificing
performance. Despite appearances at major races like Paris-Roubaix , full-fledged rear
suspension for road bikes has yet to gain much momentum as a concept, largely because
keeping the weight down to an acceptable level poses a significant engineering challenge. In
such an embodiment, a biasing member would need to be used to bias the seat post toward the
raised or unstressed position. This hypothetical bushing could be swapped for a stiffer or softer
one according to rider needs. As ever with patents, we have no idea if the concepts presented
will make their way onto production bikes. Specialized has experimented with various ways of
making its endurance road platform more comfortable through successive generations. Older
models featured vibration-damping Zertz inserts in the frame and fork, and the Future Shock
front suspension has now featured on two generations of the bike. However, if Specialized
builds a Roubaix with a sprung rear shock we reckon it would be the first mainstream
manufacturer to do so on a pure road bike although at this point, what is a pure road bike
anyway? In fact, the proposed Specialized system appears to have a lot in common with
IsoSpeed, but it adds a shock into the mix rather than relying solely on flex built into the
seatpost. Is suspension on road bikes the next big thing, or is it going too far? Let us know your
thoughts in the comments. Matthew Loveridge formerly Allen is an experienced mechanic and
an expert on bike tech who appreciates practical, beautifully-engineered things. Originally a
roadie, he likes bikes and kit of every stripe, and he's tested a huge variety of both over the
years for BikeRadar, Cycling Plus and others. At cm tall and 53kg, he looks like he should be
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